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In this paper, we present a growth mixture model for cartilage. The main features of this Department of Bioengineering, 
model are illustrated in a simple equilibrium boundary-value problem that is chosen to University of California at San Diego, illustrate how a mechanical theory of cartilage growth may be applied to growth-related La Jolla, CA 
experiments on cartilage explants. The cartilage growth mixture model describes the 
independent growth of the proteoglycan and collagen constituents due to volumetric mass 
deposition, which leads to the remodeling of the composition and the mechanical prop­
erties of the solid matrix. The model developed here also describes how the material Anne Hoger 
constants of the collagen constituent depend on a scalar parameter that may change over Department of Mechanical 
time (e.g., crosslink density); this leads to a remodeling of the structural and mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, properties of the collagen constituent. The equilibrium boundary-value problem that de-University of California at San Diego, 
scribes the changes observed in cartilage explants harvested at different stages of a La Jolla, CA growth or a degenerative process is formulated. This boundary-value problem is solved 
using existing experimental data for developing bovine cartilage explants harvested at 
three developmental stages. The solution of the boundary-value problem in conjunction 
with existing experimental data suggest the types of experimental studies that need to be 
conducted in the future to determine model parameters and to further reﬁne the 
model. �DOI: 10.1115/1.1560144� Introduction 
Articular cartilage functions as a low friction, wear-resistant, 
load-bearing material �1,2�. Adult cartilage is composed of a rela­
tively small fraction of cells, called chondrocytes, within a ﬂuid-
ﬁlled extracellular matrix. Chondrocytes are responsible for the 
turnover of matrix molecules, both in growth and in resorption. 
Two of the molecular components of the solid extracellular matrix 
�Fig. 1�, proteoglycan and collagen, appear to be predominantly 
responsible for the functional mechanical properties of the tissue. 
The sulfated proteoglycan, aggrecan, consists of a protein core 
with attached glycosaminoglycan �GAG� chains. The GAG pro­
vides the tissue with a ﬁxed negative charge that enhances the 
tissue’s propensity to swell and to resist compressive loading 
�3,4�. The collagen is mostly present as ﬁbrils immobilized in the 
tissue matrix by crosslinks �5,6�, forming a collagen network. The 
cross-linked collagen network resists the swelling tendency of the 
proteoglycan, and provides the tissue with tensile and shear stiff­
ness and strength �1,7,8�. 
Numerous studies have shown that the mechanical properties of 
cartilage are dependent on its composition. The aggregate modu­
lus of adult cartilage has been positively correlated with GAG 
content �1� and, to a lesser extent, with collagen content �9,10�. 
The permeability of adult articular cartilage has been inversely 
related to GAG content measured as ﬁxed charge density �11�. 
During fetal and postnatal development of bovine cartilage, there 
is little change in the GAG content �12–14� but there is an in­
crease in both the collagen content and crosslink density �15,16�. 
These biochemical changes from fetal to adult cartilage are ac­
companied by an increase in the compressive and tensile moduli 
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Growth, resorption, and remodeling are fundamental processes 
that inﬂuence the size, shape, and properties of biological organs 
and tissues. Growth is ‘‘a normal process of increase in size of an 
organism as a result of accretion of tissue similar to that originally 
present �18�.’’ Here, volumetric growth of a constituent is inter­
preted as the deposition of constituent mass that has the same 
mechanical properties as the existing material. Volumetric growth, 
at either the constituent or at the tissue level, may change the 
residual stress ﬁeld �i.e., the stress ﬁeld in the tissue or organ 
when all external loads have been removed� �19–21�. Since 
changes in the residual stress will alter the tissue’s response to 
mechanical loads �22�, volumetric growth leads to a change in the 
overall mechanical properties of the tissue. Resorption, ‘‘the loss 
of substance through physiologic or pathologic means �18�’’ is, 
roughly, the opposite of growth. On the other hand, to remodel is 
‘‘to alter the structure of; remake �23�.’’ Here, constituent remod­
eling is interpreted as a change in the structure of the constituent 
that alters the constituent’s mechanical properties. Of course, such 
a change would have an impact on the overall mechanical prop­
erties of the tissue. 
The cartilage growth mixture model developed here describes 
how the solid matrix remodels during cartilage growth due to two 
biological mechanisms: volumetric growth and remodeling of the 
proteoglycan and collagen constituents. When the constituents 
grow without remodeling, the composition of the solid matrix may 
evolve over time. Alternatively, when either constituent experi­
ences remodeling without mass deposition or resorption, the prop­
erties of the solid matrix may evolve over time. The cartilage 
growth mixture model can describe how the change in composi­
tion caused by volumetric growth or, alternatively, the change in 
constituent remodeling causes the mechanical properties of solid 
matrix to evolve during a continuous growth process. 
Due to the numerous parameters that inﬂuence the growth and 
mechanical properties of cartilage and the relative lack of experi-003 by ASME APRIL 2003, Vol. 125 Õ 169 
Fig. 1 Schematic of the major components of the solid extra­
cellular matrix of articular cartilage. 
mental data to determine these parameters at the present time, it is 
necessary to develop a model that, with several simplifying as­
sumptions, can be used with existing data. In this paper, a con­
tinuum mechanics approach is used to develop a phenomological 
model of cartilage growth that may describe several of the salient 
features of cartilage growth. In the continuum approach, the 
primitive elements in the theory such as constituent densities, dis­
placements, and stresses must be averaged over some reference 
volume. Thus, the continuum model of cartilage growth is in­
tended to describe how these variables change in a volume-
averaged sense. 
Continuum mixture theories �24 –27� have been used to de­
scribe the mechanical behavior of articular cartilage �28,29�. 
However, none of these theories has been used to describe the 
tissue’s evolving composition and mechanical properties during 
growth and remodeling. Recently, a mixture theory of an arbitrary 
number of growing elastic materials and a ﬂuid was derived, from 
which a general cartilage growth mixture model was proposed 
�30,31�. That growth mixture theory extended a series of theoret­
ical studies of the growth of elastic biological materials �32–34�. 
In those theories, the deformation gradient due to growth was 
decomposed into two parts: a growth tensor that describes the 
amount and orientation of mass deposition, and an elastic accom­
modation tensor that ensures continuity of the tissue. Two consti­
tutive equations must be speciﬁed for each tissue; one for the time 
rate of change of the growth tensor and one for the stress. Spe­
ciﬁcally, the introduction of the growth tensor required a growth 
law that describes how tissue deposition is regulated by mechani­
cal stimuli such as stress, strain, strain energy, interstitial ﬂuid 
velocity, etc. Furthermore, the stress depended on only the elastic 
component of the total deformation gradient tensor. Related theo­
ries of volumetric growth have also been recently proposed for 
thermoelastic materials �35� and for mixtures �36�. 
The general objectives of the study presented in this paper 
were: �1� to present a cartilage growth mixture model and �2� to 
use this model to solve an equilibrium boundary-value problem to 
illustrate the main features of the model. The speciﬁc boundary-
value problem was chosen to illustrate how a mechanical theory 
of cartilage growth may be used in practice so it is constructed to 
mirror current experimental protocol. Currently available experi­
mental data are not sufﬁcient to determine all of the model’s pa­
rameters and constitutive equations, so the example presented 
here requires a number of simplifying assumptions that are not 
intrinsic to the model. Consequently, the results presented are not 
intended as either a validation study or as a comprehensive de­
scription of the biomechanics of growth of developing cartilage. 
However, this paper does outline a quantitative method that may 170 Õ Vol. 125, APRIL 2003 be used to interpret existing experimental data and suggests the 
types of experimental studies that are needed to further reﬁne the 
model. 
Methods 
Cartilage Growth Mixture Model. The general theory of 
growth for a mixture of an arbitrary number of growing ther­
moelastic materials and a single ﬂuid derived in �30,31� is sum­
marized in the Appendix. The structure of that theory was moti­
vated by how it will most readily be applied in practice. 
Speciﬁcally, tissue specimens are typically harvested at different 
stages of an in vivo or an in vitro growth process, and the tissue’s 
compositional, geometric, and material properties can be experi­
mentally characterized. In order to characterize how these proper­
ties evolve, all of the experimental data must be deﬁned relative to 
a single reference conﬁguration. Therefore, we introduce a ﬁxed 
reference conﬁguration that can be identiﬁed with one experimen­
tal conﬁguration of the material, and can be used as a reference 
conﬁguration for the growth boundary-value problem. In this 
model, the ﬁxed reference conﬁguration must represent some state 
of the growing tissue in which a proteoglycan-collagen matrix has 
formed.1 
The cartilage growth mixture model presented here is obtained 
from the general theory �30,31� by introducing several simplifying 
assumptions. First, the cartilage is modeled as a mixture of three 
constituents. An inviscid ﬂuid constituent represents the water �in­
cluding dissolved molecules� and two growing elastic constituents 
represent the proteoglycan and collagen �including non-
collagenous proteins� constituents of a saturated solid matrix. 
Second, two types of internal constraints that are relevant to 
cartilage are used. The internal constraint of solid-ﬂuid intrinsic 
incompressibility, ﬁrst derived in �38�, is assumed. This constraint 
is often used in cartilage mechanics �28,39� has been demon­
strated experimentally for physiological load levels �40�. The sec­
ond constraint follows from the assumption that all of the indi­
vidual proteoglycan and collagen molecules are bound to the 
extracellular solid matrix, so that their displacements and, conse­
quently, their total deformations are equal. This is a limitation of 
the model, as 20–40% of the proteoglycans are soluble and mo­
bile in the tissue matrix �41,42�; however, this feature can be 
added to model as the growth mixture theory presented in the 
appendix is sufﬁciently general to allow for the speciﬁcation of 
additional mobile constituents. 
Third, it is assumed that the proteoglycan constituent does not 
make a direct contribution to the solid matrix shear modulus; con­
sequently, the proteoglycan stress tensor is assumed to be spheri­
cal. In particular, other authors have hypothesized that an increase 
in swelling pressure due to a change in proteoglycan mass pro­
duces a greater tensile stress in the collagen ﬁbers, allowing the 
cross-linked collagen network to better resist shear loading �see, 
for example, �43��. As discussed below, the model presented in 
this paper does allow the proteoglycan to indirectly contribute to 
the solid matrix shear modulus in this manner. 
Also, the model allows intrinsic remodeling of the collagen 
constituent. This is accomplished by including a scalar remodeling 
variable that may quantify an evolving microstructural property, 
such as collagen crosslink density, that affects the material prop­
erties that appear in the constitutive equation for the collagen 
stress. 
To simplify the presentation, only equilibrium conﬁgurations 
before and after a continuous growth process are considered and 
1The theory does not require the reference conﬁguration to be physically attain­
able, but only that a local mapping of material points is known. The theory is general 
enough to allow for the stress constitutive equations for the growing materials to be 
deﬁned by considering an evolving stress-free conﬁguration by using constitutive 
equations for residually stressed elastic materials �37� and the growth theory for an 
elastic material with a residual stress ﬁeld �34�. Transactions of the ASME 
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only the mechanical aspects of growth are discussed. The super­
scripts p, c, and w refer to the proteoglycan, collagen, and water 
constituents, respectively. 
Kinematics. Let �R(B) be a ﬁxed reference conﬁguration and 
��B� a time-dependent loaded conﬁguration of a growing mixture 
B during a continuous growth process. The deformation gradients 
F� describe the overall deformations for the growing solid con­
stituents relative to a ﬁxed reference conﬁguration and are decom­
posed as �see A.1� 
pMp cMcFp�M , Fc�M . (1)e g e g 
�MThe tensor M describes the total deformation due to growth e g 
relative to �R(B), where the amount and orientation of mass 
deposition are described by M . The tensor M describes ang e 
elastic tensor that ensures continuity of the growing body, and 
may include a contribution arising from a superposed elastic de­
formation. In this theory, the tensors M and Mg are introduced e 
relative to a ﬁxed reference conﬁguration and, consequently, lack 
a clear physical interpretation. However, when the current con­
ﬁguration is chosen as the reference conﬁguration for a small 
increment of growth, these tensors have clear physical meanings 
as shown in �34�. 
As discussed above, two internal constraints are used. The ﬁrst 
constraint is solid-ﬂuid intrinsic incompressibility �38�: 
��p/�pT����c/�cT����w/�wT��1, (2) 
where �� is the apparent density �per tissue volume� and ��T is 
the true density �per constituent volume�. The second constraint is 
derived by assuming that all of the proteoglycan and collagen 
molecules are bound to the extracellular solid matrix, so that their 
total deformations are equal:2 
cFp�Fc�MpMp�McM . (3)e g e g 
Balance Equations. For the proteoglycan and collagen con­
stituents, the reduced continuity equations are �see A6�3 
p c�p det Mp��R , �c det M
c��R . (4)e e 
Here, �R is the apparent density in the reference conﬁguration. 
Also, the growth continuity equations are �see A7� 
t t 
det Mp�exp cpd� , det Mc�exp ccd� , (5)g g� � � � � �
��t0 ��t0 
where c� is the mass growth function �the rate of mass deposition 
per unit current mass�. At equilibrium, it is assumed that the dif­
fusive forces vanish. Neglecting body forces, the equilibrium 
equations become �see A3� 
div Tp�0, div Tc�0, div Tw�0. (6) 
The additional balance equations that appear in the general theory 
are listed in the Appendix. 
Stress Constitutive Equations. Constitutive equations are re­
quired for the determinate parts of the proteoglycan and collagen 
stresses that appear in �6�. In general, the constituent stresses and 
the tissue’s material properties will change during growth due to 
changes in both the composition of the tissue and the structure of 
the individual constituents. As in any continuum theory of growth, 
these constitutive equations can be deﬁned relative to an evolving 
virtual conﬁguration using the methods outlined in �34� and the 
constitutive equations for residually stressed elastic materials de­
veloped in �37�. Speciﬁc forms of the stress constitutive equations 
are postulated below for the boundary-value problem that is stud­
2The constraints �2–3� lead to the indeterminate stress and diffusive forces re­
sponses �A12–A13�. 
3Also, a continuity equation for the ﬂuid constituent is required �see A2�. Journal of Biomechanical Engineering � 
ied. It should be emphasized that the speciﬁc constitutive equa­
tions used here are not intrinsic to the cartilage growth model, and 
that different equations will generally be required for solving dif­
ferent problems. For example, the stress constitutive equations can 
vary with anatomical location and also with the stage of develop­
ment, ageing, or degeneration. 
In the mixture theory formulation, the solid matrix stress Ts is 
the sum of the proteoglycan and collagen stresses: 
Ts�Tp�Tc. (7) 
Consequently, the proteoglycan and collagen stress response func­
tions can be used to construct the stress constitutive equation for 
the solid matrix. Due to the internal constraints, the indeterminate 
parts of the proteoglycan and collagen stresses are �see A12 and 
A13� 
�p �c 
T˜ p�˜��p 
�pT 
1, T˜ c���˜�p 
�cT 
1, (8) 
respectively.4 At equilibrium, it is assumed that the indeterminate 
second-order tensor ˜� vanishes. However, the tensors ˜� that ap­
pear in �8� can be seen to have an important implication. Note 
that, when adding the proteoglycan and collagen stresses to form 
the solid matrix stress, the tensors ˜� and �˜� cancel. Conse­
quently, the governing equations can be satisﬁed by ensuring that 
the equilibrium equations for the solid matrix 
div Ts�0 (9) 
are satisﬁed while the arbitrariness of the tensor ˜� ensures that the 
equilibrium equations (6)1,2 can be satisﬁed individually.5 
The Growth Tensor and the Growth Law. To obtain a com­
plete theory, growth laws that describe the time-rate of change of 
the growth tensors M for both the proteoglycan and collagen g 
constituents must be speciﬁed �see A10�. The growth law provides 
a description of the rate at which material is deposited �or re­
sorbed� at a point, the orientation in which material deposition 
occurs, and the way in which mechanical factors inﬂuence mass 
deposition. For soft biological tissues, Taber and colleagues �e.g., 
see �21�� and Van Dyke and Hoger �33� have implemented growth 
laws that depend on stress, with the possibility of including a 
homeostatic stress. However, it is possible that the growth law 
should depend on other mechanical stimuli, such as the strain, 
strain energy, the rate of strain, and interstitial ﬂuid velocity. Con­
structing complete growth laws of the form �A10� for cartilage 
would require substantially more information than that which is 
currently available. In this paper, experimental data is used to 
calculate the ratio of the determinants of the growth tensors at 
different developmental stages. 
Qualitative Example. Before solving a speciﬁc boundary-
value problem in the next section, here we present a simple quali­
tative example in order to illustrate how the cartilage growth mix­
ture model can describe the remodeling of the composition and 
the mechanical properties of cartilage due to mass deposition of 
the solid matrix constituents. This example is physically unrealis­
tic, but is intended to illustrate the main features of the model. 
Consider a special case of growth of an unloaded, homoge­
neous spherical element of cartilage for which only proteoglycan 
molecules are deposited �Fig. 2�. When uniform proteoglycan 
mass deposition occurs, the stress supported by the proteoglycan 
constituent becomes more compressive due to the increase in 
ﬁxed charge density. In order to achieve a new, unloaded equilib­
rium state for which there is a balance of stresses, the stress sup­
ported by the collagen network must become more tensile and, 
consequently, a local tissue expansion will occur. This physical 
description is outlined schematically in Fig. 2A. To describe this 
growth process mathematically, the cartilage growth mixture 
4Also, the diffusive forces have indeterminate terms as discussed in the Appendix. 
5This observation extends to non-equilibrium conditions and was also suggested 
in the constrained growth mixture theory developed in �36�. APRIL 2003, Vol. 125 Õ 171 
Fig. 2 Physical and mathematical descriptions of cartilage 
growth for the special case when only proteoglycan molecules 
are deposited. See accompanying text for a full description. 
model introduces intermediate conﬁgurations for the individual 
constituents. These intermediate conﬁgurations describe the 
amount and orientation of mass deposition for the individual con­
stituents in which the constituent densities remain unchanged. In 
this special example, proteoglycan growth leads to the intermedi­
ate conﬁguration deﬁned by the growth tensor Mp �Fig. 2B�. The g 
tensor Mc is equal to the identity tensor since no collagen growth g 
occurs. These intermediate conﬁgurations clearly do not represent 
a continuous solid matrix; consequently, in the mathematical de­
scription of growth elastic tensors Mp and Mc are introduced that e e 
must satisfy the constraint �3� and the equilibrium equations for 
the solid matrix �9�. In order to solve this simple boundary-value 
problem, stress constitutive equations for the proteoglycan and 
collagen constituents must be speciﬁed. Once Mp and Mc are de­e e 
termined, the proteoglycan and collagen densities can be deter­
mined from the continuity equations �4� and the apparent ﬂuid 
density can be determined from the intrinsic incompressibility 
constraint �2�. When nonlinear constitutive equations are used, the 
solid matrix stress response function relative to the growth con­
ﬁguration will, in general, change. In this simple example, the 
tensile collagen strain produced by the growth process may lead to 
higher tensile and shear moduli as measured by conducting ex­
periments on the grown conﬁguration. Thus, this mathematical 
description of growth reveals how the cartilage growth model can 
describe the evolution of the tissue’s compositional and mechani­
cal properties during growth. 
The Equilibrium Boundary-Value Problem. Here, an equi­
librium boundary-value problem that describes cartilage growth is 
formulated. The speciﬁc boundary-value problem that is solved is 
chosen due to its simplicity in order to illustrate how the govern­
ing equations can be used together to describe growth-related ex­
periments on cartilage explants. Typically, the biomechanical and 
biochemical changes during an in vivo growth process are quan­172 Õ Vol. 125, APRIL 2003 � 
� 
tiﬁed by harvesting tissue samples of the same size and shape at 
different developmental or degeneration stages and conducting ex­
periments on the tissue. Since many of the model parameters and 
constitutive equations that describe an in vivo growth process are 
presently unknown, the boundary-value problem that is presented 
here only indirectly reﬂects the in vivo growth process. Speciﬁ­
cally, it is aimed at quantifying the evolution of the biochemical 
and biomechanical properties of unloaded tissue explants that are 
harvested at different developmental stages of a continuous in vivo 
growth process. 
Formulation. Since the purpose of this example is to illustrate 
how the theory may be applied in practice and since only limited 
experimental data for the mechanical properties were available, 
simple constitutive equations for the proteoglycan and collagen 
constituents were used for which the material properties are as­
sumed to be uniform and isotropic. In addition, it is assumed that 
the growth tensors are uniform and isotropic. The boundary-value 
problem developed here describes the initial and grown conﬁgu­
rations of the cartilage explant in equilibrium in the absence of 
external loads.6 If the tissue explants are small enough, then the 
solid matrix stress and the ﬂuid pore pressure for an unloaded 
conﬁguration will be close to zero; consequently, this study de­
scribes how the stress-free conﬁguration of the tissue changes 
during developmental growth. 
Since experiments have not been conducted that follow the 
same control volume of growing cartilage, it is not possible to 
completely characterize the growth tensors of the individual con­
stituents. However, it is possible to estimate the magnitude of the 
elastic accommodation tensors and the growth ratio as follows. 
The elastic accommodation tensors are uniform and isotropic; 
they are assumed to be of the form 
Mp��p1, Mc��c1, (10)e e e e 
where � are called the elastic stretches. Using experimentally e 
measured densities �� and �R , the determinants of the elastic 
accommodation tensors and, consequently, the elastic stretches are 
calculated from �4� as 
det Mp���p�3��R
p /�p, det Mc���c�3��R
c /�c. (11)e e e e 
Then, the growth ratio Gp/c is calculated from �3� and �11�: 
Gp/c�det M pp/det Mc�det Mc/det M . (12)g g e e 
The ﬂuid stress is assumed to be zero at equilibrium. Given our 
assumptions that the material properties are uniform, the growth 
and elastic tensors are uniform and isotropic, and that the tissue 
explant has a no-load boundary condition, the equilibrium equa­
tion for the solid constituent �9� requires that the total solid matrix 
stress vanishes everywhere: 
Ts�Tp�Tc�0. (13) 
To determine the proteoglycan and collagen stresses that appear in 
�13�, speciﬁc constitutive equations must be used �the indetermi­
nate stress terms are assumed to vanish at equilibrium�. Since the 
in vivo growth process potentially corresponds to ﬁnite growth 
and elastic strains, nonlinear constitutive equations are used. Typi­
cally, experiments that apply a known deformation to the tissue 
explant and measure the stress response may be used to determine 
the mechanical properties for ﬁnite deformations of the solid ma­
trix. Currently, a stress constitutive equation for the solid matrix 
of articular cartilage validated for general ﬁnite deformations is 
lacking. Therefore, only the linear elastic response of the solid 
matrix relative to an equilibrium conﬁguration is used to deter­
mine the material constants in the collagen stress constitutive 
equations that are assumed in this paper to hold for the continuous 
growth process. In particular, two linear elastic material constants 
for the solid matrix are used: the aggregate modulus determined 
6Due to these assumptions, the growth, elastic, and stress tensors are all spherical. Transactions of the ASME 
� � 
� 
from a conﬁned compression experiment and the Poisson’s ratio 
determined from an unconﬁned compression experiment. 
For the proteoglycan constituent, it is assumed that the stress 
response function depends on the changes in the constituent den­
sities during the growth process. As discussed above, it is assumed 
that the proteoglycan constituent does not have a direct contribu­
tion to the solid matrix shear modulus; consequently, the pro­
teoglycan stress tensor is assumed to be spherical. Generally, the 
proteoglycan stress constitutive equation relative to any conﬁgu­
ration ��B� is assumed to be of the form 
pTp�Tˆ p �Tˆ ��p,�c,�w�1. (14) 
An explicit formula of the form �14� that holds during the con­
tinuous growth process is not proposed; instead, the proteoglycan 
stress and aggregate modulus for a superposed conﬁned compres­
sion experiment for each tissue explant are derived using the 
model of �4�. For each explant, the constituent densities and solid 
s are used to calculate the proteogly-¯Hmatrix aggregate modulus A 
¯Hp A . 
7 Thus, at pcan stress component T� and aggregate modulus
each stage of a continuous growth process for which the constitu­
ent densities and ¯Hs A can be experimentally determined, using the 
model of �4� we can construct a linear elastic constitutive equation 
relative to the grown conﬁguration of the form: 
p p��p,�c,�w�1�H¯ � tre�1�Tp �1ATp�¯T (15) 
where e is the solid matrix inﬁnitesimal elastic strain tensor rela­
8 p tive to the grown conﬁguration ��B�, T� is the proteoglycan 
¯Hp is the proteoglycan ag­stress in the conﬁguration ��B�, and A 
gregate modulus. 
As in previous descriptions of volumetric growth of elastic ma­
terials, we take the collagen stress constitutive equation to depend 
on the elastic part of the deformation gradient, Mc �20,21,32,34�.e 
Here, however, we allow the material properties of the collagen 
constituent to change during the growth process through the evo­
lution of a remodeling variable �c. In this study, this remodeling 
variable represents the change in crosslink density. Because the 
goal of this study is to illustrate how the growth model may be 
used in practice, the constitutive equations used in this study were 
chosen for their simplicity. To accurately reﬂect the growth of 
cartilage, better constitutive equations will have to be developed. 
Furthermore, we considered two nonlinear stress constitutive 
equations to explore the sensitivity of the model to the choice of 
constitutive equation. Because the experimental data that was 
to a minimum. 
CASE A: The ﬁrst collagen stress constitutive equation is a 
Saint-Venant Kirchhoff material deﬁned in terms of the Biot strain 
available was limited, the number of material constants was kept 
tensor with an initial spherical stress. This equation was chosen 
because it is the most simple equation that can be used for large 
deformations of an elastic material; in particular, the stress is ﬁrst-
order in the right stretch tensor. This equation is obtained by ne­
glecting the second-order terms in the corresponding equation de­
rived in �44�: 
c c cTc�Tˆ �Rc��c� trEB�1�2�cE
c
B��
c1�R
T
, (16)�R e e 
cwhere (�c,�c,�c) are collagen material constants, R is the rota-e 
ction tensor associated with Mc , and EB is the Biot strain tensor e 
c �Uc�1, (17)EB e 
c cwhere U is the right stretch tensor associated with M . In the e e 
reference conﬁguration where Uc�1, EcB�0, and Rc�1, thee e 
value Tˆ ��c1 is the initial collagen stress. The collagen material �R 
7Quantities with a superposed bar indicate either material constants or stress re­
sponse functions measured relative to the present conﬁguration of the growing tissue. 
8For a superimposed inﬁnitesimal elastic strain, the proteoglycan and collagen 
elastic strains are equal to e. 
c Journal of Biomechanical Engineering � 
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constants may depend explicitly on collagen crosslink density �c, 
so that both the collagen material properties and the collagen 
stress will change as the collagen remodels. Note that if remodel­
ing occurs while the collagen elastic strain is held ﬁxed, then �16� 
suggests that the parameter �c should be allowed to change so that 
the collagen stress may change. Since we are also interested in 
studying the linear elastic response of the solid matrix relative to 
the grown conﬁguration, a ‘‘small on large’’ approach was used to 
obtain the required constitutive equation following a ﬁnite growth. 
For a material that is either residually or initially stressed, the 
general approach is outlined in �22�. The required constitutive 
equation for a solid matrix inﬁnitesimal elastic strain e superim­
posed on an isotropic growth Mc��c1 can be expressed as e e
¯Tc�T¯ c ��¯ c� tre�1�2�¯ c c1 (18)e�� 
¯
¯where the material constants (�c ,�¯ c c) deﬁned relative to the ,� 
grown conﬁguration are functions of the initial material constants 
c(�c,�c,�c) and the elastic stretch due to growth, �e :
¯�c���c c��c, �¯ c��� ��c ,e e
¯�c�3��c�1 ��c�2��c�1 ��c��c. (19)e e
CASE B: The second constitutive equation was chosen due to 
its familiarity in the mechanics literature; it is the classical Saint­
Venant Kirchhoff material that is generalized to include an initial 
spherical stress �45�:
�c
Tc�Tˆ c c
Tc��c� trEc�1�2�cEc��c1�MeM , (20)�R c�R e 
where (�c,�c,�c) are collagen material constants and Ec is the 
Lagrangean strain tensor derived from 
1 TcEc� �M Mc�1�. (21)e e2 
Although the constitutive equations �16� and �20� appear to be 
similar, we will see that they do provide quite different results. In 
a reference conﬁguration where Mc�1, Ec�0, and �c��Rc , the e
 
c
value Tˆ �R ��
c1 is the initial collagen stress. As before, the col­
lagen material constants may depend explicitly on collagen 
crosslink density �c. Also, the required constitutive equation for 
an inﬁnitesimal elastic strain of the solid matrix e superimposed 
on an isotropic growth Mc��c1 has the same form as �18�; how­e e 
¯
¯ever, the material constants (�
functions of the initial material constants (�c,�c,�c) and the elas­
ctic stretch due to growth, � :e 
c 
,�¯ c c) are deﬁned as different ,�
1 2 2
¯
�
c cc� ��c��� �1 ��c��c� ,��1.5�0.5�c e e 
e 
1 2 2c c�¯ c� �1.5�� �1 ��c��2� �1 ��c��c� , (22)c e e 
e 
1 2 2c c�c� �1.5�� �1 ��c��� �1 ��c��c� .c e e 
e 
Comparison of �22� with �19� reveals an important difference in 
the two constitutive equations that were chosen. In particular, the 
¯
¯dependence of the material constants (� ,�
to the grown conﬁguration on the collagen elastic stretch is linear 
c 
¯ 
c 
,� c) deﬁned relative 
for CASE A and nonlinear for CASE B. 
Use of Experimental Data and Solution of the Boundary-
Value Problem. Constituent densities, solid matrix aggregate 
modulus, and crosslink density from third trimester fetal (F,n 
�6), 1–3 week old newborn (N,n�8), and 1.5–2 year old adult 
(A,n�7) bovine articular cartilage specimens �1 mm thick with 
intact articular surfaces� harvested from the patellofemoral groove APRIL 2003, Vol. 125 Õ 173 
� 
Table 1 MeanÁS.D. values for the proteoglycan density �p, 
collagen density �c, water density �w, normalized crosslink 
s
¯ 
fetal „F, nÄ6…, newborn, „N, nÄ8…, and adult „A, nÄ7… speci­
mens. Crosslink density values were normalized by dividing 
each value by the average of the F group. This data was avail­
able from †15,46‡. 
density �c, and solid matrix aggregate modulus HA and for the 
p c w s� � � H¯ A 
cGroup �mg/cm3� �mg/cm3� �mg/cm3� � �MPa� 
F 22.2 87.6 963 1.0 0.09 
�2.1� �19.6� �18.2� �0.5� �0.03� 
N 26.0 141 942 2.1 0.28 
�4.3� �18.4� �9.4� �0.6� �0.05� 
A 23.3 183 902 2.3 0.31 
�3.6� �28.8� �22.8� �1.1� �0.19� 
were available �15,46� �Table 1�. Collagen crosslink density data 
was converted into units of moles pyridinoline per mole collagen, 
and then normalized by the average value for fetal specimens. The 
reference conﬁguration for all specimens was deﬁned by the ‘‘av­
erage’’ fetal specimen. In particular, the reference densities �R are 
equal to the average density values from the fetal specimens. In 
the reference conﬁguration, the elastic and growth tensors are 
equal to the identity tensors. For each explant, the elastic stretches 
and the growth ratio were calculated using the density data and 
�11–12�. 
Then, the constituent densities �� and solid matrix aggregate 
smodulus H¯ were used to calculate the proteoglycan stress com-A 
p p
¯ponent T� and aggregate modulus HA using the model of �4� for 
c ceach explant. The three collagen material constants (� ,� ,�c) 
were determined from solving three equations simultaneously. 
The ﬁrst equation was obtained by equating the collagen stress 
Tc�T� 
c 1�¯ �c1 determined from �18� and (19)3 �CASE A� or 
(22)3 �CASE B� and the collagen stress determined from �13� 
using T� 
p 
. The second equation corresponded to the solid matrix 
s s
¯ ¯ 
the proteoglycan and collagen aggregate moduli: 
aggregate modulus HA ; in this model, HA is equal to the sum of 
cH¯ A
s �H¯ A
p �H¯ , (23)A 
where the relationship H¯ A
c �¯�c�2�¯ c can be derived easily from 
�18� and was calculated using the values of ¯�c and �¯ c from (19)1,2 
�CASE A� or (22)1,2 �CASE B�. The third equation was obtained 
by assuming values for the solid matrix Poisson’s ratio �¯s, which 
using �15� and �18� may be calculated as 
p
¯�c�H¯ 
�¯s� 
A (24) 
2�¯�c�H¯ p ��¯ c�A 
¯
c 
¯ 
cusing the values of � and � from (19)1,2 �CASE A� or (22)1,2 
�CASE B�. Since the tissue Poisson’s ratio was not measured in 
the experimental study, values of �¯s equal to 0.09, 0.11, and 0.26 
Table 2 MeanÁS.D. values for the stress components T� p and 
c c
¯ ¯T� and aggregate moduli Hp and H for the fetal „F, nÄ6…, new-A A 
born „N, nÄ8…, and adult „A, nÄ7… specimens. These values 
were calculated using the model of †4‡. 
Group 
T� 
p 
�MPa� 
T� 
c 
�MPa� 
H¯ A 
p 
�MPa� 
H¯ A 
c 
�MPa� 
F 
N 
A 
�0.055 
�0.010� 
�0.074 
�0.015� 
�0.078 
�0.022� 
0.055 
�0.010� 
0.074 
�0.015� 
0.078 
�0.022� 
0.09 
�0.03� 
0.13 
�0.02� 
0.17 
�0.06� 
0.001 
�0.010� 
0.149 
�0.067� 
0.139 
�0.149� 174 Õ Vol. 125, APRIL 2003 were assumed for the F, N, and A specimens, respectively, based 
on data reported from unconﬁned compression experiments �16�. 
c cAfter determining the collagen material constants (� ,� ,�c) in  
this manner, the collagen material constants (¯�c,�¯ c,� ¯ c) deﬁned 
relative to the grown conﬁguration were determined from �19� 
�CASE A� and �22� �CASE B�. Finally, the solid matrix shear 
modulus G¯ s, bulk modulus k¯s, and Young’s modulus E¯s were cal­
culated by solving the appropriate boundary-value problems using 
the linear elastic solid matrix constitutive equation obtained upon 
adding �15� and �18�: 
2 �¯ c�3¯�c�3H¯ p �2�¯ c�AG¯ s�2�¯ c, ¯ks�¯�c� �¯c�H¯ p , E¯s� . 
3 A ¯�c�H¯ p ��¯ c A 
(25) 
To ensure that these material constants for the solid matrix satisfy 
stability constraints for linear elastic materials, we veriﬁed that the 
shear modulus G¯ s and bulk modulus k¯s were positive:9 
Statistical Analysis. The effect of developmental stage on the 
model parameters was analyzed by multi-way ANOVA and post-
hoc Tukey test �Systat�. Data are shown as mean�standard error 
of the mean. The dependence of the collagen and solid matrix 
material constants on �c was analyzed by linear regression. 
Results 
The calculated values for the proteoglycan and collagen stress 
p c p c
¯components T� and T� and aggregate moduli H¯ and H areA A 
c �shown in Table 2. The collagen elastic stretch � Fig. 3B� and the e 
growth ratio Gp/c �Fig. 3C� changed signiﬁcantly during develop­
ment (p�0.05). 
CASE A. The results for the collagen material constants 
c c(� ,� ,�c) calculated for each developmental stage are shown in 
Fig 4; only the parameter �c �Fig. 4B� changed signiﬁcantly dur­
ing development (p�0.05). The collagen material constants for 
the linearized constitutive equation �18� were calculated; only the 
parameters �¯ c and H¯ c �¯�c�2�¯ c changed signiﬁcantly during de-A 
velopment (p�0.05) �Figure 5�. Since these results suggest that 
the collagen remodels during development, the existence of sig­
niﬁcant linear correlations were investigated. Linear regression 
canalysis revealed that the collagen material constants � (p 
c�0.01), �¯ c (p�0.01), and H¯ A (p�0.05; data not shown� were 
positively correlated with collagen crosslink density �c �Fig. 6�. 
CASE B. When using the collagen stress constitutive equation 
�20�, the only model parameters that are different than those ob-
c ctained for case A are the material constants (� ,� ,�c) �Table 3�. 
cThe parameter � changed signiﬁcantly between the fetal and 
cnewborn stages (p�0.05) and the parameter � changed signiﬁ­
cantly between the newborn and adult stages (p�0.05). 
For both Cases A and B, the predicted solid matrix material 
constants (G¯ s,k¯s,E¯s) are the same; these parameters changed sig­
niﬁcantly during development (p�0.05) and were positively cor­
related with collagen crosslink density (p�0.01; Fig. 7�. 
Discussion 
This work illustrates how a mechanical theory of cartilage 
growth may be used to describe the complex relationship between 
the evolving compositional and mechanical properties of pro­
teoglycans, collagens, and collagen crosslinks during articular car­
tilage development. Although the limitations discussed below pre­
vent the current study from quantitatively describing the 
biomechanics of developmental growth of articular cartilage, the 
9Inequalities for the material constants of the individual constituents are not used 
because there is no corresponding uniqueness or stability theorem for this material. 
There is a small-strain uniqueness theorem for a mixture of two elastic solids �47�, 
but here there are constraint responses in the partial stresses and diffusive forces that 
make that theorem inappropriate. Transactions of the ASME 
Journal of BiomechanFig. 3 Model results that describe the kinematics of growth for developing 
bovine cartilage specimens. Mean ÁS.E.M. results for fetal „F,nÄ6…, newborn 
„N,nÄ8…, and adult „A,nÄ7… groups. „¿… indicates a signiﬁcant difference be­
tween either N or A groups and the F group, „¿¿… indicates a signiﬁcant differ­
ence between N and A groups „ANOVA, Tukey post-hoc, pË0.05…. results do offer a qualitative description that may be used to guide 
future studies. Since different results were obtained for the two 
assumed collagen stress constitutive equations, it is clear that the 
use of accurate constitutive equations will be crucial for both vali­
dating the model and for using the model to make predictions 
concerning the biomechanics of cartilage growth. The results are 
consistent with the experimental observation that the intrinsic 
properties of the collagen network change during developmental 
growth to produce a stiffer collagen network �15–17�. The signiﬁ­
cant correlations between the collagen and solid matrix material 
constants and the collagen crosslink density suggest as in �15,17� 
that these changes are partly explained by the increasing crosslink 
density during development; and indicate that other collagen re­
modeling parameters �such as collagen content, ﬁber diameter, 
and orientation� may be inﬂuencing the mechanical properties of 
the collagen network. Thus, a suggestion for future studies is to 
obtain additional measures of the collagen microstructure that 
may evolve during developmental growth. 
A limitation of the example presented here is the accuracy of 
the stress-strain constitutive equations. The development of com­
prehensive and accurate constitutive equations for use in con­
tinuum models of cartilage mechanics has proven to be a formi­
dable challenge for many years. For the cartilage growth mixture 
model presented here, separate constitutive equations are needed 
for the proteoglycan and the collagen constituents. In this paper, 
two simple nonlinear constitutive equations for the collagen stress 
were used that have not been validated by experimental data. In 
the cartilage growth example presented in �31�, nonlinear stress-
strain equations were used for the proteoglycan and collagen con­ical Engineering stituents; in that paper, an exponential collagen stress equation 
was used that also has not been validated to multiple sets of ex­
perimental data. Since the elastic deformations due to growth pre­
dicted in the current study are large, it is clear that an immediate 
aim of future experimental studies should be to develop more 
accurate nonlinear stress-strain constitutive equations. 
One advantage to using a growth theory for large �as opposed to 
inﬁnitesimal� deformations is that the material properties in the 
stress constitutive equations, when deﬁned relative to the grown 
conﬁguration, may evolve during the growth process as the tissue 
composition changes. To be more speciﬁc, when the tissue grows 
from a reference conﬁguration to a grown conﬁguration, the col­
lagen density may change, which also means that the collagen 
elastic accommodation tensor will change. When the collagen 
stress depends on the collagen elastic accommodation tensor non­
linearly, the stress response function relative to the grown con­
ﬁguration will be different than that relative to the reference con­
ﬁguration. In this paper, the manner in which the collagen material 
constants relative to the grown conﬁguration evolve during isotro­
pic growth were calculated for two assumed collagen stress equa­
tions; see Eqs. �19,22�. Thus, the cartilage growth mixture model 
can predict how the solid matrix material constants evolve due to 
the elastic deformations that are developed to maintain a compat­
ible solid matrix during a growth process. In addition, the model 
presented here provides a quantitative method for describing how 
the material constants change due to a remodeling of the collagen 
constituent. 
Several experimental studies have quantiﬁed the nonlinear and 
nonhomogeneous properties of the stress constitutive equations Fig. 4 CASE A model results that describe the evolution of the collagen material constants 
„�c,�c,�c… for developing bovine cartilage specimens using the collagen stress equation „16…. 
Mean ÁS.E.M. results for fetal „F,nÄ6…, newborn „N,nÄ8…, and adult „A,nÄ7… groups. „¿… 
indicates a signiﬁcant difference between either N or A groups and the F group „ANOVA, Tukey 
post-hoc, pË0.05…. APRIL 2003, Vol. 125 Õ 175 
Fig. 5 CASE A model results that describe the evolution of the 
ccollagen material constants „�¯ c,H¯ A… for developing bovine car­
tilage specimens using the collagen stress equation „18…. Mean 
Á S.E.M. results for fetal „F,nÄ6…, newborn „N,nÄ8…, and adult 
„A,nÄ7… groups. „¿… indicates a signiﬁcant difference between 
either N or A groups and the F group „ANOVA, Tukey post-hoc, 
pË0.05…. 
for the cartilage solid matrix. Recently, a model for the solid ma­
trix of cartilage has been proposed �48� that is capable of model­
ing the tension-compression asymmetry that has been observed in 
developing cartilage, mature cartilage, and tissue-engineered con­
structs; and this model was validated for multiple experimental 
protocols. Also, many studies �49–51� have quantiﬁed the depth-
dependent mechanical properties of bovine and human articular 
cartilage. However, these nonlinear �48� and nonhomogeneous 
�49–51� models have only been postulated for inﬁnitesimal 
strains. In order to develop constitutive equations that may be 
used accurately during a growth process, they must be validated 
for multiple experimental protocols and ﬁnite strains. Speciﬁcally, 
it will be necessary to conduct multiple mechanical tests such as 
conﬁned compression, unconﬁned compression, simple tension 
and shear in a region-speciﬁc manner to more accurately depict 
the evolving mechanical properties of cartilage between develop­
mental stages. It is emphasized that accurate constitutive equa­
tions are necessary in order to predict the evolution of the growth 
tensors and, consequently, the growth law in the cartilage growth 
mixture model. In the meantime, the type of study presented in 
this paper can only be expected to give a qualitative description of 
the biomechanics of cartilage growth. 
Another limiting assumption of the present paper is that the 
cartilage explants were homogeneous and free of residual stress. 
In agreement with these assumptions, the growth and elastic ac­
commodation deformations were assumed to be isotropic tensors 176 Õ Vol. 125, APRIL 2003 Table 3 CASE B meanÁS.D. values for the collagen material 
constants „�c,�c,�c… for the fetal „F, nÄ6…, newborn „N, nÄ8…, 
and adult „A, nÄ7… specimens. „¿… indicates a signiﬁcant dif­
ference between either N or A groups and the F group. „¿¿… 
indicates a signiﬁcant difference between N and A groups 
„ANOVA, Tukey post-hoc, pË0.05…. 
Group 
�c 
�MPa� 
�c 
�MPa� 
�c 
�MPa� 
F 
N 
A 
�0.027 
�0.020� 
�0.025 
�0.016� 
0.025 
�0.061��� 
�0.013 
�0.006� 
0.057 
�0.042�� 
0.028 
�0.058� 
�0.053 
�0.007� 
0.070 
�0.012� 
0.088 
�0.063� 
in the present study. However, there does exist experimental evi­
dence that the deposition of proteoglycan molecules in the extra­
cellular matrix is anisotropic �52� and that the solid matrix may be 
residually stressed �53�. Thus, another suggestion for future stud­
ies will be to conduct experiments that are aimed at quantifying 
both the orientation of mass deposition and the residual stress ﬁeld 
in cartilage explants. It is emphasized that the limitations dis­
cussed above are limitations of the assumptions used to obtain a 
solution for the boundary-value problem; they are not limitations 
of the cartilage growth mixture model nor the more general 
growth mixture theory derived in �30,31�. 
A key feature of cartilage growth is a dependence on mechani­
cal and biochemical stimuli. For example, alterations to the nor­
mal in vivo mechanical loading may cause growth abnormalities 
in conditions such as hip dysplasia �54�. In vivo models such as 
experimental arthritis and joint immobilization indicate that al­
tered mechanical loads cause remodeling of the compositional and 
mechanical properties of the solid matrix �55�. In vitro experi­
ments have quantiﬁed the solid matrix metabolic response to me­
chanical stimuli such as hydrostatic pressure, dynamic compres­
sive stress, and ﬂuid diffusion �55�. In these in vitro experiments, 
the metabolic activity related to proteoglycan and collagen depo­
sition has been measured. The results suggest that the proteogly­
can and collagen constituents can grow and remodel indepen­
dently of each other. Also, the results of numerous studies suggest 
that biochemical factors inﬂuence chondrocyte metabolism. Ana­
bolic agents, such as insulin-like growth factor-1 �IGF-1�, trans­
forming growth factor-� �TGF-��, and basic ﬁbroblast growth 
factor �bFGF� stimulate the biosynthesis of proteoglycans and/or 
collagens �56�. 
Since the proteoglycan and collagen constituents serve distinct Fig. 6 CASE A linear regression curves for the collagen material constants 
„�c,�¯c… for the FÕNÕA groups, respectively. Both collagen material parameters 
were positively correlated „pË0.01… with collagen crosslink density �c „nor­
malized by the average for the F group…. Transactions of the ASME 
Journal ¯ 
s 
¯
sFig. 7 Linear regression curves for the predicted solid matrix material constants „G ,k ,E¯ s… for the FÕNÕA 
groups, respectively. All three solid matrix material parameters were positively correlated „pË0.01… with 
collagen crosslink density �c „normalized by the average for the F group…. mechanical roles, a cartilage growth model should allow for inde­
pendent constituent growth in order to predict how the mechanical 
properties of the tissue evolve during growth and degeneration. In 
a mechanical model of cartilage growth, growth laws such as Eq. 
(A10)1 are needed to quantify how the growth of the collagen and 
proteoglycan constituents depend on mechanical and other 
stimuli. As a precursor to establishing the forms of these growth 
laws, in this paper the growth ratio was calculated from measure­
ments of the tissue’s change in composition. In order to determine 
realistic growth laws, the individual components of the growth 
tensors need to be determined. Experimental data that quantiﬁes 
the changes in both the geometry of a growing tissue explant as 
well as the constituent densities would allow one to calculate the 
determinants of each growth tensor. The type of experiment that 
was conducted in �52� that quantiﬁed the spatial location of mo­
lecular deposition in the extracellular matrix could be used to fully 
characterize each growth tensor. Furthermore, the effect of various 
biochemical regulators on the growth law may be studied. 
The cartilage growth model presented here can be used to de­
sign experiments that would lead to the reﬁnement of the model. 
Speciﬁcally, we suggest that experimental studies are needed that 
apply multiple ﬁnite deformations to determine accurate nonlinear 
stress-strain equations, that measure the amount and orientation of 
mass deposition in response to mechanical stimuli to determine 
the growth law, and that better characterize microstructural param­
eters that may inﬂuence these constitutive equations as they 
evolve during the in vivo growth process. Ultimately, one hopes 
that these efforts may lead to a model that can be used in a num­
ber of ways to develop a better understanding of the key features 
and mechanisms of cartilage growth. For example, a cartilage 
growth mixture model may be used to predict the manner in 
which cartilage constructs may be stimulated in vitro for the fab­
rication of better implants. Also, it may describe and predict the 
outcome of therapies aimed at the successful repair of growth and 
degenerative abnormalities. This can be accomplished by applying 
the model with simple geometries, such as those corresponding to 
an in vitro specimen, or with complex geometries, such as those 
corresponding to a joint’s articular surface. In either case, compu­
tational models of the in vivo and in vitro growth, degeneration, 
and repair processes will have to be developed as the governing 
system of equations are both nonlinear and coupled. 
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Appendix 
In this appendix, the governing equations in the theory of 
growth for a mixture of an arbitrary number of thermoelastic ma­
terials and a single ﬂuid are recalled from �30,31,34�. 
A.i Kinematics. 
Consider a mixture B of � constituents: ��1 growing elastic 
materials C�(���1,��1�) and an inviscid ﬂuid C�. Let �R(B) be  
a ﬁxed reference conﬁguration and ��B� a time-dependent loaded 
conﬁguration of B during a continuous growth process. The kine­
matics for each growing elastic constituent C� is the same as that 
adopted for a growing elastic material in �34�. In particular, the 
deformation gradient tensor for each growing elastic material 
obeys the decomposition 
F��M�M , ���1,��1� . (A1)e g 
The tensor M�M� describes the total deformation due to growth e g 
relative to �R(B), where M may include a contribution from a e 
superposed elastic deformation. The amount and orientation of 
mass deposition are described by M� . Furthermore, the mass den-g 
sity, the free energy density, and the stress functions are indepen­
dent of Mg . 
A.ii Balance Laws. 
In �30,31�, the classical balance laws for a mixture were modi­
ﬁed to include variables associated with mass deposition and 
growth energy supply for each growing elastic material. These 
scalar variables were the mass growth function c� �i.e., the rate of 
mass deposition per unit current mass� and the growth energy 
term �� �i.e., the rate of growth energy per unit current mass that 
is required in addition to that needed to create material with the 
same internal and kinetic energy as the existing material�. The 
balance equations for mass, linear momentum, angular momen­
tum, and energy on ��B� are 
d��� d��� 
���� ���� div v c , ����1,��1� �; ��� div v��0,dt dt 
(A2) 
d� �v
�� �div T�������b� , (A3)dt 
T��T�
T 
��� , (A4) APRIL 2003, Vol. 125 Õ 177 
� 
� 
� 
� 
� 
d��� 
�� ���r��div q�����T�"D������ , ����1,��1� �;dt 
d��� 
�� ���r��div q�����T�"D� , (A5)dt 
where �� is the apparent density, v is the velocity, T� is the 
partial Cauchy stress tensor, �� is the diffusive force, b� is the 
partial external body force, �� is the internal body couple, �� is 
the partial internal energy, r� is the partial external heat supply, q
is the partial heat ﬂux vector, �� is the internal energy supply, D� 
is the rate of deformation tensor, div �•� is the divergence operator, 
and each of the material time derivatives that appear �A2–A5) are 
deﬁned by following a material point of the corresponding con­
stituent. Assuming that the change in density of each growing 
elastic material C� is due only to the elastic part of the total de­
formation of C�, the reduced continuity equation for C� takes the 
form 
�� det M���R , ����1,��1� �, (A6)e 
where �R is the apparent density in the reference conﬁguration 
and det �•� is the determinant. Integrating �A2)1 and using �A6� 
leads to the growth continuity equation 
det M��exp � c�d� . (A7)g � t ���t0 
The balance of mass, linear momentum, and angular momen­
tum equations for the mixture require that 
��1 � � 
� ��c���c, � ���0, � ���0, (A8) 
��1 ��1 ��1 
where c is the mass growth function for the mixture. The balance 
of energy equation for the mixture becomes 
�	 ��1d��� 
� ��� dt ���r��div q����"v��T�•L���� �����0. ��1 ��1 
(A9) 
A.iii Growth Response Functions. 
To complete the ﬁeld equations, growth response functions that 
describe the time-rate of change of M� and �� for each growing g 
elastic constituent C� must be speciﬁed. Since the relationship 
between growth and mechanical stimuli is poorly understood, here 
growth response functions with the general forms 
d�Mg 
�Gˆ ��M��, ����ˆ ��M�� (A10)dt 
are considered, where M� represents the thermomechanical 
stimuli that drive the growth process for each C� . 
A.iv Restrictions Imposed by the Second Law of Thermo­
dynamics. 
Constitutive equations are needed for several variables that ap­
pear in the theory, including the partial stresses and diffusive 
forces. In �30,31�, this was accomplished by introducing partial 
free energy and entropy functions and considering restrictions im­
posed by the Second Law of Thermodynamics after assuming an 
entropy inequality for the mixtures. The reader is referred to 
�30,31� for the complete set of constitutive restrictions. 
A.v Internal Constraints. Two special types of mechanical 
constraints that are relevant to cartilage are assumed for the car­
tilage growth mixture model. One constraint states that the defor­
mation gradient tensors F� of the growing proteoglycan and col­
lagen constituents are equal. Another constraint is the internal 
constraint of intrinsic incompressibility �38�. In  �30,31�, a proce­178 Õ	 Vol. 125, APRIL 2003 � 
� 
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� 
�
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� 
� 
� 
dure ﬁrst introduced by Adkins �57� for introducing internal con­
straints in ﬁnite elasticity was used. For a growing mixture subject 
to a mechanical constraint, the partial stresses and diffusive forces 
were assumed to obey the additive decompositions 
T��T˜ ��Tˆ � , ����˜���ˆ � , (A11) 
˜
�where (T ,�˜ �) are indeterminate partial stresses and diffusive 
ˆ 
�forces called the constraint responses, and (T ,�ˆ �) are determi­
nate partial stresses and diffusive forces. Furthermore, the work 
done by the constraint response functions was assumed to equal 
zero. 
The requirement that the overall deformation gradient tensors 
of two growing elastic materials p and c be identical leads to the 
results. 
T˜ p��T˜ c��˜ , �˜p���˜ c�p˜, (A12) 
where �˜ and p˜ are an arbitrary second-order tensor and vector, 
respectively. 
For intrinsic incompressibility, each constituent C� is assumed 
to be separable from the others with constant �true� density ��T 
deﬁned as the mass of C� per unit volume of C�. It is assumed that 
the volume of the mixture is equal to the sum of the volumes of 
each C�. In  �30,31�, the following results for the indeterminate 
partial stresses and diffusive forces were obtained: 
�� grad �� 
T˜ ��p 
��T 
1, �˜ ���p 
��T
, (A13) 
where p is an arbitrary scalar. 
Nomenclature 
� � p, c, w: superscript denoting the proteoglycan, 
collagen, and water constituents 
�R(B) � ﬁxed reference conﬁguration 
��B� � grown conﬁguration 
F� � deformation gradient tensor 
M� � elastic accommodation tensor e 
M � growth tensor g 
�� � apparent density �mass per tissue volume� 
�T � true density �mass per constituent volume� 
det �.� � determinant of a tensor 
�R � apparent density in reference conﬁguration 
c � mass growth function.
 
div �.� � divergence of a tensor
 
T� � stress tensor
 
0 � zero tensor
 
Ts
 � solid matrix stress tensor 
˜
�T � indeterminate part of the stress tensor 
˜ � arbitrary second-order tensor 
p � arbitrary scalar Lagrange multiplier �pore ﬂuid 
pressure� 
1 � identity tensor 
�� � elastic stretch e 
Gp/c � growth ratio 
ˆ 
�T � determinate part of the stress tensor 
ˆ 
�T � stress constitutive equation relative to the 
grown conﬁguration 
¯HA �	 aggregate modulus relative to grown conﬁgura­
tion 
¯T � stress constitutive equation for inﬁnitesimal 
elastic strains relative to the grown conﬁgura­
tion 
tr �.� � trace of a tensor 
e � inﬁnitesimal solid matrix elastic strain tensor 
superimposed on the grown conﬁguration 
�c � normalized collagen crosslink density Transactions of the ASME 
ˆ 
�T�R � stress constitutive equation relative to the ref­
erence conﬁguration 
(�c,�c,�c) � collagen material constants relative to refer­
ence conﬁguration 
c cRe � rotation tensor associated with Me 
cEB � Biot strain tensor 
c cUe � right stretch tensor associated with Me 
¯ 
c 
¯ 
c 
¯ 
c)(� ,� ,� � collagen material constants relative to grown 
conﬁguration 
Ec � Lagrangean strain tensor 
(� ,G ,k ,Es) � solid matrix material constants relative to ¯ s ¯ s ¯ s ¯ 
grown conﬁguration 
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